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C O L L E C T I O N

Shown with the Alpaca Comfort Layer

Shown above with a
Vienna euro-wide winged headboard
in Linoso 500 Lemon upholstered fabric

Each Hypnos bed is individually handmade by master craftsman, customised to personal tastes and needs.
Proud holders of a Royal Warrant, Hypnos’ unrivalled ‘best of British’ quality is reinforced by a 10-year
guarantee and a reputation for making the most comfortable beds in the world.

Specification

Design your bed

■ This luxury no turn mattress features a ReActive™ 10-turn
pocket spring system. Each spring independently senses your
shape and weight distribution to provide total spinal and body
support.

■ Choose a medium, firmer or extra firm mattress
comfort level.

■ Generously upholstered with naturally soft and breathable layers
of cashmere, pashmina, grey hair and wool, with a unique,
integral sewn-in blanket of alpaca and Solotex™ luxury
cushioning.
■ Covered with a wool-infused Belgian damask to provide a soft,
fresh and hygienic sleeping surface.
■ Tailored with three rows of hand side-stitching for edge-to-edge
support, and hand tufted for long lasting comfort.
Choose the optional Alpaca Comfort Layer for unrivalled soft comfort.

■ Available in dual tension, to suit each sleeper,
or as a zip and link, so the bed can be
conveniently split.
■ All continental Regal divans are low-profile with
an innovative coir support system for additional
firm comfort.
■ Select a storage option to suit you – standard or continental
drawers or even a hidden safe.
■ A range of stylish feet to choose from.
■ Choose a Hypnos headboard to crown the bed.
■ Headboards and divans can be upholstered in a range of fabrics
to match your interior, creating a stunning bedroom centrepiece.
This mattress
and divan are
100% recyclable
at the end of
their life
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